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T
he curtain came down on Paris men’s fashion
Sunday with two high-concept shows that had
walk-on roles for Solange and K-pop sensation
Lisa. Kenzo’s design duo Carol Lim and Humberto

Leon said goodbye to the French label with Solange as the
surprise performer in the same Paris stadium which Elton
John had packed to the rafters a few nights previously. The
Californians’ ended their eight-year reign with a bang as
the American star appeared on a platform to sing “I’m a
Witness” in between the men’s and womenswear lines. The
brilliantly choreographed event had started with a similar
wow moment when a huge curtain was pulled away in
front of 600 or so fashionistas to reveal several thousand
more people on the other side.

Having conducted her 11-piece black-clad brass band,
Beyonce’s younger sister then walked arm-in-arm with the
designers to acknowledge the ovation at the end, with the
feminist English rapper M.I.A in the front row. Balmain’s
Olivier Rousteing got the weekend rocking late on Friday
night by making the hot French DJ Kiddy Smile the center
of his show-cum-concert.

Real-life Japanese mermaids 
The young French creator-who often dresses big music

stars for their tours-also threw open the doors by giving
away 2,000 tickets. “Everyone is talking about inclusivity
from behind their screens but no one is actually doing
something,” he told reporters. Inclusion has been one of
Lim and Leon’s watchwords, and their final Kenzo collec-
tion was inspired by Japanese Ama divers, the “sea
women” who have been diving for pearls for 2,000 years.
Traditionally, the divers only wore a loincloth and the pair
picked up that motif with rippling, silkily aquatic clothes
that weren’t obviously sexy but were utterly sensual at the
same time. 

Men’s and women’s lines were peppered with gor-
geously original fishing and mermaid metaphors, with a
fluidity and a dreaminess about the clothes, particularly in
the play with pearls, urchins and little touches of foaming

silk and organza. While Lim and Leon went out on a high,
you could be forgiven for feeling that Hedi Slimane, Mr
Rock Chic himself, was treading water somewhat. The
style superstar who is credited with the skinny look has
taken a terrible kicking from critics since unseating the
beloved feminist creator Phoebe Philo at Celine.

Singers Solange and Lisa star 
in Paris fashion week’s finale
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Kenzo’s designers Humberto Leon and Carol Lim, and singer Solange Knowles, acknowledge the audience at the end of pres-
entation of Kenzo’s creations during the men’s spring/summer 2020 fashion collection in Paris. — AFP photos

Models present creations for Celine during the men’s spring/summer 2020 collection fashion shows in Paris.


